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Assessing Students' Writind Skills:
A Comparison of Direct & Indirect Metnods

Stephen e.-Offler
New Jersey State Deoartment of Education

The assessment of students' ,writing skills has become a

focal point for statewide testing programs during the past few

years. As a result, administrators of larpe-scale testind prog-

rams are grappling with a variety of rew problems wnicn must Pe

resolved and which were not encountered when reading and mathema-

tics programs were developed

Of primary concern is "how do we measure students' writing

11?" There are two distinct methods --d-4-r=q. d as==.semeni7 re-Sri

duire:s that writing samples be written by examinees and read and

scored by readers; Indirect assessment requires tha examinee to

respond to items which measure the correlates of writinc, usually

in A multiple choice format; rather than doing actual writinc.

Certainly, there are advantages and disadvantages to each

method; Noyes; Sale and Stainaker (1945) arc ued for indirect

assessment:

the good candidate who errs on a few of these Emultiple
choice items] has plenty of opportunity to redeem himsalf; a
mistake on one item does not affect any other item. ln writing a
theme, however,_the candidate who makes a false start almosttheme,
inevitably involves his whole theme in difficulties even thouch
he may be generally speaking, a good writer.

BrTland(1977) expoused the case for direct assessment:

Clearly, writing involves much more than constructing sen-
tences. Writing requires a sense for organization of sentences
and paragraphs, the proper use of supporting detail and the
ability ti: distinbuish fact from opinion--amnnc other t!-.11.2m.
Most multiple choice tests make no ostensible attempt to r6easurc*
tnese other important aspects of writing Therefore, now ,:an
multiple choice tests be of much value at all in assessing
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soility?_Eievond t-heee limitations ,tJith respect to ,Jrttin7.:
ability, it is oelieved that_some persont SiMplv do not respond
Well to tne multiple choice mode of ttstiht.

Diederich(1974) arcued that reduirinc students', tb OrbdUce

actual samples or writinP; especially under test conditions,

tne most convincing test Of their writing aoility; Accordind to

Spancel Sticgins(1982), because indirett MethOcs measure t-le

prerequisites of effective writing Underttandind Of the Pasic

elements and conventions of standard Endlish use they repre-

sent necessary nut not surricient components of writint 514.±12t.

Spandel & Stiggins suggested that if resources and exnertise

were available to specify the skills to be assessed, develop tne

exercises, train the readers4 and conduct At 16ASt two indepen-

dent readings of the exercisesi then direct methodt would Orbvide

the most Appropriate means for cenerating valid and reliable

information about writing skills. HOWeVert Quellmalz4 Capell &

Chou(1982) showed that levels of pei-foi-mahtt Varied on different

types of writing tasks. They implied from this that Writing for

different purposes and audiences draws on different skills and

that those skills must be measured separately. Also, numerous

studies have reported low reliabilitieS for direct assessment

methods(e.g. Akeju41972). However4 Coffman(1966) And GOdshalk4

Swineford and Coffman (1966) have shown that high reliability for

direct methods can be obtained by requiring multiple samples and

multiple readings of each sample.

Clearly, the two modes of assessing Writing are satisfactory

anh unsatisfactory from different points of view; Stigiht1982)

hoted that neither method is inherently superior; Rather the USe-
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fulness of each varies accorcing t- the context of assessment

and the decisions to be mace. Thus, one of the first tasks wnicn

Directors of large-scale testing programs. must resolve is which

methodis) they should use to assess students' writing skills;

esbecia3ly t:hen passing the testis a.recuirement for high school

graduation. eecause ov cost and other factors, including tne

amount of time availab2e, it roicht be unlikely tha.: Tore tars =.;-e

essay can be written anc SC01.'PC for each student. The low

oF one essay might argue for indirect methods. Yet; the

face validity of indirect methods poses a problem -- will the

guolic accept a test of writing skills which does not recuire

stucents to writ

For states which mandate that students must pass a writinc

test as part of the requirements for being awarded a high school

diploma, the most important question is which form of writing

assessment is better able to discriminate between competent and

incompetent writers. Because the stakes are high -- denying a

high school diploma -- it is crucial that the assessment device

used be a reliable means of discriminating between those who will

be awarded a diploma and those who will riot.

Others have examined whether direct and indirect methods

measure common or different skills. Yet, little research has

examined the effect of a single or combination approach on the

discriminant validity of writing assessment. Will a combination

approach be more effective than using solely direct or indirect

methods to discriminate between roasters anc nonmasters? =',n-C, if

so; in what combination? Because of the hid- school graduation

5



laws, such analyses become critical.

This research -EAMii'-teC the results from direct and indirect

writlnc assessment methods to determine the best procedure for

effeCtively discriminating between competent int incompetent

writer-S. TO do this; it was necessary cetermine whether an

essay; Py itself, or a multiple choice test; by itself, was an

effective means of dittriMinAting; and whether in combination

they rormec an even better means Of diSCriMination.

Data Source

In MArCh 1983 a statewide writing test was administered for

tne first time to approximately 94;000. ninth grace students in

New Jersey public schools; That test WAS designed to measure

students' ability to apply writing mechanics to written text and

to communicate effectively in writing; In order to assess both

aspects of the ttUdentt, writing ability; the test consisted of a

54-item multiple choice section and 6 thirty minute essay;

The multiple choice section consisted of items measuring

skills in five clusters: sentence structure(11 items), usage(21

items), pUnttUatiOn(9 items); capitaIization(7 items); and spel-

Iing(6 items); Since the test WAS a minimum competency test; the

skills measured were minimum tkillt identified by educators in

the state. All items were in a four-thdiCO format. Students

received - score for each cluster and for the total MUltiple

choice section (the stun of the correctly answered items);

For the essay section, StUdents were provided with a tonic

which they had not previously seen and Were given £0 minutes to

Write no More than two paces of text; The tme allotment included
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a 5 :minute pre-writing period and a 5 Tinute r period; 7.he

tocic was a roi:ows:

Think of somethina you tnoudnt was unrair. Misfit
something unfair that happened to you, to a Trienc,_dr
to someone you cidn't know. Write an essay that tells
what happened and how you felt about it;

The essays were sabred during a four day period by 230 N;:.

teacners using a holistic scoring process. Each essay was read

twice and scored on a 1-6 scale; thus, a student's essay could

receive a score from 2 to tne Eure or the two readers' scores.

In cases where two resters awarded scores which differed by three

or more points, the essay was read by a third reader to resolve

thfe discrepancy. Only 1.5% of the essays needed a third resci-na;

Stucents also received a score representina a comoination of

the two sections, weighted S0%(essay) and 40%(multiple choice).

The total score was derived using a weighted sum of the '.-scores

of the two sections. Further, that total score was reported on a

scale which ranted from 40-100 with a mean of BO and a standard

deviation or 10.

irr accition to the students' test scores, teacner 2udgment

data were collected about each student. Followine the administra-

tion of the test, teachers were asked to provide their indepen-

dent judgment about their students' writing skill competence. The

following instructions were provided to the teachers (N.J. Dept.

of Educ;; 1983) :

To accomplish the task, you will enter two ratings for each
student on page 3 of his /her answer booklet in the area marked
"=or Teacners Use Only." On the line labeled "S..5.1," ynu
enter a ratind for the student nelative to the skil,= .a.se=er hv
the Tu_rible-c-oice sect-on of the test. On the line .ae'ed
"5.3.2," you enter a ratihe of the student's skill leye:
written expression.



ratine, describe the student in one three bate-
nories--Masrer.Borderline,_ Non=master--on the ski-41= :n cues-
tion. mark "M" for"master" if, in your judement, the student "18s
mastered most of the skillsat=etted. Mark "N for lion-matte"
if, in your judement; the student as ncitriattered most of the

mark. "B" for "Porderline" if th StULent
ttme of the skills tut cannot coMitently 'e aeSitnet tO either.
the .waster or .on-matter croup;

In ter7orTinu this task, ease remember the following:

(a) judee earn student relaive to the is and levels of
writind skills assessed or etibeCted by the test. =or the
muI'tiole-choice section (S.S.i), yOU MAY Wish to refresh
your memory as to the nature of the test dues -ions
troy:Leine your ratins. =or the essay ratint (S,S.:); rate
the student's mastery of written extrettiOn relate what
yoU believe to te appropriate or adequate for th- ninth
erade.

(b) Do not suess about a mtudent's skill level; If vou arE2
unfamiliar with the stucenti try to locate a =aff rlemper
who is sufficiently knowlecgeable teiprovide a vaLid atint.
If you are unable to make a confident j+d-gment of a stu-
dent's mastery and are 'triable to identify eitMeone who can cc
so, please leave the circles blare'.:

For purposes of this research; a ti% spaced sample of the

statewide results was denerated. Students wno were ciastiriei-:

a special education, or limited Enelish speaking program were

excluded from the samtle. Futher, tot reSU1S for tudents who

became i l I or were disruptive during a section(t) Were eXtluced

from the section(s). Thus, the sample size for each of the test

sections was not identical. Based on a chi-square Goodness of Fit

test; it was determined that the SaM016 was representative of the

state in terms of the distribution of students in different

socioeconomic types cif school districts.

The sample consisted or inrormation ror 7326 studentt.

emcn student; the folowine data were aiailable: multid7-,e C:10iCie

score, cluster scores, essay score, total score and the teachers'



mastery/torderline/nonmastery 2ucDments; The data we-e analyzed

with the 1.L.18 version 07 the Statistical qnalysis System.

Resul-17

Table i presents summary statistics for each tett Settion

for the sample as a whole and for the master; borderine and non-

Maeter _roues separately. "any more students were judged. to De

toasters than either Drzerline or nonmasterm- Further; as antici-

pated; there was a relationsnio Detween re mastery brou--)in=s enc

the mean test scores Students who were judded to hAve a :,,astery

of the tested skills scored hither; on the average; than studente

COnSitered to by borderline. Similarly, Dorderli;,te ttudents

scored hi:her than nonmasters. Finally, all sect_ons o th=

multiple choice test were relatively easy; especially for the

master group; Given the very high mean scores fOr All 0-60t on

the capitalization cluster; very little information can be Cie-

cerned by examining that area.

7"%eliability dtita for the test sections are presented in

Table L. For the multiple r:noice section, the reliability coeffi-

cients are based on the Kuder-Richardson 2 fOrMUla. Since

bility is a function of test length; the KR20 estiijates for some

Of the ClusterS al-e fairly low. The rel ability estimate for the

essay score is based on the interrater seliability, after the

third reading for the essays which required such a reading. H

pooled within-cell correlation was computed -.ts the ettiMate of

the inter-rater reliability (the inter-rater reliability was

ttiiii:Jutet by National Evaluations Systems; Inc; as Dart of their

contract with the Ni. J. Department of Education.)
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Table

atiatics For The ntire SampleSummary St o :m

And For The Matter/BOrdSrline/Nonmaster Groups

Test LzrOUp Mean Median

Tzsssy Master 3178 8.0 5
.1 item) Bbrderlie 2612 6.6 7

Nonmaster 1372 5.2
Tbtal 7162 6.9

1.8
1. 'm

1.3
2.1

Multiple Master 3381 47,9 4'74

Choice Borderline 42.9 44 7
L54 items) Nonmaster 1286 36.6 ;

Total 7188 44.1 46 7;7

Sentence Master 3381 q,6 , izi 1.7
Structure Borderline 2520 8;1 8
(11 items) Nonmaster 1275 6;4 6 S.

-Total 7176 8.4 9 C..

Usage_ Master 3382 18.2 .,;., 2,7
(21 items) Borderline 2524 15.9 16 3; 3

Monmaster 8127 4-.7 .7,J. u.:a 1.. 14
Total 7193 16.3 17 3.9

Punct- Master 3382 8;3 9 1.0
uation Borderline 2523 77 8 1.3
(9 items) NOnMaSter 1286 6.8 7 1.7

Total 7191 7.7 8 - a

Capital- Master 3382 6.8 7 0; a%
ization Borderline 2522 6.6 7 8
(7 items) Nonmsster 1286 6.1 6

Total 7190 6;5 7 1. 0

Spelling_ Master 3378 ,=
1=.J 0.

(6 items) acirderline 2519 4..8
NtnMASter 1280 4.2 4 1.3
Total 7177 4.8 =

._, 1.2

Table 2

Reliability Coefficients for
The Direct and Indirect Methods

RE.7.4ity

. .Essay

0.89

M. C. S. S. Is,

IZI. 76 0.581

Au. Ca; SJ.

10 a



7=t*'e provices tne uncorrett ant corrected coi-elatton

coefric'ents *or tne difrerent test sections. -ne correctec coe*-

icients are provided to correct Tor attenuation tue to unre:lia-

biIity. They were calculated by dividing tne uncorrected correla-

tion coefficient by the product of the square root of the 4

relevant reliability coefficients.

Uncorrected &Correctec
Eetween the Direct

Correlation Coe*icients
& Indirect Methods

.EssPY M. C. S., 5; . Us; Pu. Ca.

=ssay 40 . Gd . GO .63 ;, r4 ,57

.86

S. S. ;80 1. 0 .71 .55 .45 .41

Us. ars .90 1.0 ;57 .49 .45

Pu. .78 .84 .84 1.0 . 51 ;41

Ca. .5q .68 .72 .89 1. 0L

SP.

a

.68 .72 .78

uncorrected, correlations appear above the diamonal; corrected
correlations appear below the diagonal. Coefficients are not
included for the relationships between the total multiple choice
test and the five clusters because of the dependence between the
clusters and the total multiple choice scores;

The correlations, especially those for the relationship

between the essay and the total multiple choice section and

some of the clusters, are stronp and not inconsistent with tn=.

ingints from other studies (e.g. h(reIand & Gaynor 979; &

mi=n1=r,1 .98IZI; -...grade 10 results7.1'460);



the nl=crmznant =7.141it1 the 70d,t

Biserial correlations were computed to compare th-=. Stucertsti

mastery deSignation (master v.

f=ee Table

nonmaster) to tneir test_. scores

). Biterial correlations were used instead of.

more conventional point oiserial correiations oecaute it was

assumed teat the underlying distrioution or the mastery 2ucgments.

WAS nOrMally distributed (51-ass c Stanley, 1370).

From 'axle 4, it is evident that tie ,otai mi.ctiole Choi

section (as Well as the sentence structure cluster and trtie uta:e

clusters) was a setter discriminator than the essay. This -esuIt

izt ar,:ue for indirect methods instead oF direct methods -=or

tests Wnose crimary purpose is for mastery decisions.

Table 4

Biserial Correlations ExaminirT the Relationship
Between Mastery/Nonmastery and Test Scores

Correlation

Essay 11;C; S: S: Us; PU. CA.

0.74 0.433 t?.1.75 0; 76 0.=:2

To better examine the ability of the essay and multip:e

choice tests to discriminate between the competent and incompe-

tent writers; passing scores were determined and the relationship

of the pa5s/fii rate tb the mastery decisions was examined;

There exist marry methods for setting passing scores; some based

on 2uCgments about items and some based on -ludements about exami-

nees. ,..ivingston r Zie-v.19.81) provide an excellent descr:pt:b

or the malor pr,:,decuree useC to set passing scores; there-rore, a

2





ciscussion of the various brocecures uc -cm Htucy..

0.Rssinc scores were set basec c t,e Contrast inc Groubs

brocecure. he ssinc score set by that me--c is the score

which best separates tniP distribution of students .i_idged t0

masters from the distribution of those lugged to be nonmasters.

cetermine tne bassinc scores for spcn ts=t*Psrti-on; tne cata

were analyzec usinc a -17c unlvarate ciscriminant anplv=s

:dc ccri tne of thp caa -: ffier,1GS0). Only stucents

ronsicered by their teacners to De masters or nonmasters were

i(fclucec in he analysis; By includinc only tnese two groups,

±.,s; those for whom tneir teacners wese certain of their mastery/

nonmE,tstery status. and by exclucind tne borderline croup, tn.=

separation between the clearly competent ar,c clearly incompetent

was more discernible.

Table 5 presents the results of the Contrasting Groups

analysis; That table also includes the percent of students oludded

by their teacners to be nonmasters wno would have been classified

as masters eased on their test score(false. masters) anb the ;per-

cent of students judged to be masters who would have been classi-

fied as nonmasters (false nonmasters). It also includes the total

percent of students miscIassified.

It should be clear that a goal in settino. a passing score is

to minimize the percent of students misclassified. Depending upon

the costs associated with each misclassification errori one may

be more concerned with minimizing either the proportion of false

masters or the proportion of false nonmasters. However i for this

study4 and For most because the costs were not discernible it

13



i-Ja= assumed that the respective costs of misclassificatiOn Were

equal; thus, the major concern was the total proportion Of Mit-

classified students.

Table

Passing Scores For the Direct & Indirect Methods

# Of Cut % False % False T :'tal Percent
Test Items Off Matters Nonmasters

Essay

m. C.

f, 1-6M .D .

... s.

Du.

ra

Sp.

1(2-12 )

54

6

43

±a.7%

.7%

1 8 3q. 21.4

21 i 6 35.6%

3 3 40.2%

7 7 47.3%

6 4 73.1%

g.6% -.7-2,h4-c.

13.8% '3.1%

14. S% 7. . -7 ../.1 2

-A. 5% 4M.,

16.6% 23..5%

15. 1-( a a. .7-

4.3% 23.3%

To Obtain an unbiased estimate of the percent of misclassi-

fied students, the diScriminant analysis was conducted on a

randomly drawn subsample of.80% Of the original sample. Once the

Passing scores were determined; the remaining 20% of the samole

was used to estimate the percent of false masters and falte

nonmasters in the population.

The data presented in Table 5 indicate that students were

misclassified least often on the basis or the total multinle

Choice test. This result is in agreement with the biterial Cor-

relation cOefficient reported in Table 4; Thus; the multiple thOibe

test by itself it A better moans of discriMinating between the

competent and incompetent writers than the essay is oy itself;

In all cases, there were a far greater percent to= nOnMasters

t 12 14



misciassified as masters based on tneir test scores masters

so misclassified. This may suggest that teachers are more certain

of their 2uenments about students wino are competent rather than

those who are incompetent. :-!owever4 for the indirect methodsi

may also reflect the relative easiness of the multiple choice

test which resulted in very nigh passine scores (esbecia.11y for

some of the smaller clusters).

Considered sebaratelyi the indirect assessment methpt is a

slightly better procecure than the direct methoc for ciscrimina-

ting between masters and nonmasters. ! -fowevera an important cues-

tion to address is whether the multiple choice and essay score

can me used in combination to make the pass/fail decis on more

accurate (i.e. decrease the percent of false masters & false non-

masters). A set of analyses were conducted to examine that issue;

IThe first set of analyses examined the total test score and

were similar to those conducted for the separate test sections. A

combination approach was used to determine the a priori classifi-

cation of a student as a master or a nonmaster pecause both tne

essay and multiple choice scores were being used. A student was

considered to be a master if he/she were judged to be a master

for both the essay and multiple choice sections. Likewisela

student was considered *;:o be a nonmaster if he/she were judged to

be a nonmaster on both sections. Students for whom the judgment

was not consistent were not included in this analysis. Table 6

provides information indicating the level of agreement between

the mastery decisions on both sections. In total the Aucgment=

were in aoreement for 6152 of the 7202 students (65.4%).

13 15



Agreement Between Essay & Multiple Choice Mastery DetitiOnt

Mu7tiple Choice

Essay I Master Borderline Nonmaster

Master : 2936 226
(86.9 %) (8;9%) (0.4%)
(q2.7%) (7; 1%) (0.2%)

Bco-dtriine: 417 -'474
: (12.3%) (81.8%) (10.9%\

(15.8%) (78.3%)

NIonmaster 25 237 -11-42
(0.7%) (9.3%) (88.7%)
(1.8%) (16.9%) (81.3%)

Total 3378 2537 1287
(46 9) (35.2%) (± 7.(71%)

3167
(44;0%)

2621
(36.5%)

1404
(19;5%)

7202

a
The top figure in parenthesis represents the column percent:

the lower figure repi ?tents the row percent.

The biserial correlation between the matter/nonmadter groups

and the total test score was 0;81; This value was greater than

the biSerial Coefficient for the essay out slightly less tnal-i

that for the multiple choice test. Based or, the Contrasting

Groups procedure; a passing score of 76.9 was set. Using that

passing score, 24;5% of the students in the norimaster group were

misclattified and 12.2% of the masters were misclassified; Zr,

total; 15;7% of the students were misclassified; Thus; the clas-

sification of students based on a weighted combination of the

tests was more accurate than that based or, either procedure alone;

The next set of analyses considered the essay and MUltible

choice test tbgether4 but as separate entities; Analyses were

14 16



conducted basec on multiple decision rules. first, using the

essay and multiple choce cut scores (see Table in orcer for

a student to 'pass he/she had to .nave an essay score at le=t

equal to 6 and a multiple choice score at least equal to 43; Al2

other students were considered to 'fail'. beconc, using the essay

aric the scores for each cluster, a stucent was consiCerec to

'pass' if his/..er score or each section was at least ecual to the

passing score;

A final analysis was conductec using only the Sentence

Structure and Usage clusters. These two clusters were used be-

cauSe cased on the results or a stepwise discriminant analysis,

they were the only two wnich significantly addec to the Castrit:71-

nant ability of the essay; That is; when using the essay; the

sentence structure and the usage clusters, the ability to digc-

riminate between the masters and nonrnasters was better than the

discrimination based solely on the essay. However, the addition

of the other clusters flic not sicnificantly increase tne accuracy

of the classification;

Table 7 provides information about these analyses; Thr-it

table shows that there is an increase in the accuracy of the cat-

egorisation based on the multiple stage procedure, espe_:ially for

the combination of assay and cluster scores; This is probably due

to the greater difficulty in 'passing' (students must score at

least equal to the cut score on all sections;. Thus, there is a

decrease in the _percent of false masters. While these results

also orrivice for a more accurate classification or students gom-

pared to using either the essay or multiple choice test alone,

15



these r=3u)t=, c.: not Jr -o zce for Sr as accrate c.assitication as

when the Weithtet: combination of the two measures is considered.

Table 7

Multiple Decision Rule Ipproapn

% False % False Totai ..-'ercent_
Tests Masters Non-Masters Misclassified

Essay & MC 21.6% ,fj.',% 17;1%

Essay & Clust; 6.8% 34.4 -=7;=7,%

Essay, SS & 13 16I% 20.% 19.6%

1.zummacy

When a key pUrbOse for developing a competency test is to

make a decision, about whether StUdents thould be awarded a

tChool diploma; it is critical that the test be At Sensitive as

possible to correctly classifying students as either masters Or

nonmastere. The errors made by awarding or denying diplomas

erroneously cannot be quantified; bUt clearly can be large.

This study has shown that if a chOite has to be made between

using an indirect or a direct method; the indirect method pro-

videt for A better meanE of discriminating between the competent

and incompetent writer. HOWeVer; the use of either method alone

begs the question as to Whether either can sufficiently measure

the area of writing. A better approach; indeed the most approp-

riate Manner in which to determine whether a student is a master

or a nOnMatter, it by using a combination of both direct and

indirect methods; creating a Weighted total test score and basing

the pass/fail decision on that total test Score.
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